
the mark hofmann case
A bibliographical guide

copies of most of the items referred to in this bibliography have been
gathered into MSS 1571 the mark W hofmann case collection
archives and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young
university provo utah

1I histories of the hofmann case

A books and monographs

campbell harry fredrick hofmann mormon money
forgeries historical aspects salt lake city
privately printed 1988

lindsey robert A gathering of saints A true story of
murder and deceit new york simon and schuster
1988

naifeh steven and gregory white smith the mormon
murders A true story of greed forgery deceit
anddeathandany death new york weidenfeld and nicholson
1988

sillitoe linda and allenalienailen D roberts salamander the story
of the mormon forgery murders with a forensic
analysis by george JJ throckmorton salt lake city
signature books 1988

tanner jerald tracking the white salamander the story of
mark hofmann murder and forged mormon docu-
ments 3dad ed salt lake city utah lighthouse ministry
1987

B articleschaptersArticles Chapters

anderson richard lloyd the alvin smith story fact and
fiction ensign 17 august 1987 587258 72

Bbitton ron hofmann parole denied sunstone 12 january
1988 42
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borup mel hofmann case leaves unanswered
questions autograph collectors magazine may
june 1988 7

brigham young university studies 24 fall 1984 due to
delayed printing this issue appeared in may 1986

anderson richard lloyd the mature joseph
smith and treasure searching 489560489 560

hill marvin S money digging folklore and
the beginning of mormonism an inter-
pretive suggestion 47388473 88

jessee dean C new documents and mormon
beginnings 397428397 428

walker ronald W joseph smith the palmyra
seer 46172461 72

the persisting idea of american treasure
hunting 42959429 59

bushman richard treasure seeking then and now
sunstone I111I1 september 1987 565 6

carter mike hofmann was peddling dickensmanuscriptsdickens manuscripts
to several different investors salt lake tribune
18 november 1985 Bbl1

worthless forgeries no theyre hofmann originals
salt lake tribune I11 august 1987 Aal1 a4aa

Is hofmann behind threats to state pardons board
salt lake tribune 24 march 1988 a3aa

church releases statement 31 july 1987 on mark hof-
mann interviews ensign 17 october 1987 787978 79

dialogue A journal of mormon thought 19 winter 1986
the document diggers and their discoveries A

panel papers read at the mormon history association
annual meeting may 1986

bench curt document dealing A dealers
response 707670 76 bench did not partici-
pate on the original panel

howard richard P revisionist history and the
document diggers 656965 69

johnson jeffery 0 the damage done an
archivists view 526052 60

may cheryll L the context 444744 47
roberts alienallenailen D the hofmann case six

issues 475247 52

document dealer confesses ensign 17 april 1987 77
forgeries continue to create concern autograph collec-

tors magazine november december 1988
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flynn shannon P responses totheto the document diggers and
their discoveries MHA newsletter 63 october
1986 121 2 with reply by jeffrey johnson 3

hamilton on hofmann maine antique digest 15 june
1987 3aaa letter of charles hamilton

hedengren paul chaps 11 12 of in defense of faith
assessing arguments against latter day saint belief
provo bradford and wilson 1985 131 94 these

chapters discuss the letters of joseph smith to josiah
stowell 1825 lucy smith to mary pierce 1829 and
martin harris to william W phelps 1830

hewett david when collecting gets dangerous maine
antique digest 13 december 1985 27

Is the white salamander letter a fake many
dont think so maine antique digest 14 april
1986 101310 13

parts I11 and 2 of the mark hofmann story
maine antique digest 14 june july 1986 26a 331aI1 A
IC ac8c

update on the mark hofmann case maine antique
digest 14 november 1986 9aaa

the mark hofmann case new evidence of fake ameri-
cana surfaces in utah maine antique digest 15

march 1987 12a
mark hofmann confesses maine antique digest 15

may 1987 101310 13

forgers forgeries and fakes maine antique digest 15

november 1987 27d 36d review of tracking the
white salamander and selling hitler

hofmann pleads guilty many questions left
unanswered maine antique digest 15 november
1987 isa

mark hofmann A boy and his chemistry set gone
bad maine antique digest 15 november 1987
1ad1dD 7dad

what has hofmann faked maine antique digest 16

december 1988 25c
the hofmann case A chronology deseret news salt

lake city 31 july 1987 a6aa
how to detect a hofmann forgery manuscripts40wintermanuscripts 40 winter

1988
johnston jerry post hofmann days hard for rare book

dealers deseret news 13 march 1988 e4ea
jones robert A part I11 of the white salamander murders

losangelestimesmagazine29los angeles times magazine29Magazine29 march 19876123419876 1234
36

part 2 of the white salamander murders los angeles
times magazine 5 april 1987 141814 18 23 3838464746 47
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kimball edward L the artist and the forger han van
meegerenmeeverenMeegeren and mark hofmannhermannheimannholmann BYU studies 27 fall
1987 5145 14

larsen paul the chameleon and the salamander utah
holiday 14 december 1985 84 88

leonard J arrington responds this people 7 november
1986 383938 39

quinn D michael early mormonism and the magic world
view salt lake city signature books 1987

rendell kenneth the end of the mormon case but not of
the questions rendell review no 5 c october
1987 121 2

latter day taints art and auction october 1987 32-
42

latter day taints the mark hofmann case manu-
scripts 40 winter 1988 5145 14

the mormon bombing forgery and fraud case
rendell review no 3 nd

other peoples mail 30 years as a dealer in historical
letters and documents apnp npap march 1989 23-
26

roberts alienallenailen D brief summary of the hofmann case
MHA newsletter no 63 october 1986 353 5

the truth Is the most important thing the new
mormon history according to mark hofmann
dialogue 20 winter 1987 879687 96

roberts alienallenailen D and fred esplin when the dealings
done bombs and historical bombshellsBomb shells utah holi-
day 15 january 1986 4243424347495042 4343474947 495049 50 525852 58

russell william M ailenalienallenalien roberts on mark hofmannjohnhofmannHofmannJohnfohnjohn
whitmer historical association newsletter no 23
july 1988 232 3 account of robertss address at the

JWHA spring banquet independence missouri
9 april 1988

A scandal in america parts 1122 book collector london
36 winter 1987 44970449 70 and 37 spring 1988 9
28

sillitoe linda documents of death utah holiday 15

september 1986 525452 54 688068 80

the mormon documents day in court sunstone 10

november 1986 23 29 originally presented at the
sunstone theological symposium august 1986

the successful marketing of the holy grail dialogue
20 winter 1987 9710497 104

sillitoe linda and allenalienailen D roberts parts I11 and 2 of
salamander the story of the mormon forgery utah

holiday 17 february 1988 223722 37 59 and march
1988 344634 46
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smith robert F forgeries chap 7 ppap 9912499 124 and the
forger and his friends chap 8 ppap 12542125 42 in
oracles and talismansTalis mans forgery and pansophiapansophicPansophia

joseph smith jr as a renaissance magus unpub-
lished MS privately distributed 1987

spangler jerry media became part of the hofmann
story utah journalism review 7 october 1987 2ffaff

stalking the wild document an interview with lyn
jacobs sunstone 10 c march 1986 9199 19

tracy dawn hofmann fallout store deseret book co to
write off rare book section salt lake tribune
55novemberl987bl2november 1987 B 1 2

hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns forgeries are likely to have lasting import
on LDS history salt lake tribune 24 january 1987
a9aa

walton tom heres synopsis of LDS church releases
on hofmann daily herald provo 6 august 1987198733

11II interviews with and articles by mark hofmann

A articles by

finding the joseph smith document ensign 10 july
1980 73 anthon transcript

part I11 of the prophet for president TAMS journal 20
august 1980 15052150 52 official organ of the token and

medal society
behind the scenes the joseph smith 111IIIililii blessing

sunstone review 2 august 1982 1 676 7 includes
address hofmann gave at mormon history association
annual meeting with responses by richard P howard
and donald T schmidt

text of hofmann letter given to pardons board salt lake
tribune 30 january 1988 Bbl1 2

B interviews with

hunting for LDS documents an interview with mark
hofmann sunstone review 12 september 1982 16-
19 interviewed by peggy fletcher 17 september
1982
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making a buck off church history 7thath east press
september 1982 676 7 summary of an interview
conducted by jeffrey E keller

C the prison interviews

markmarkhofmannhofmann interviews transcripts supplements and exhibits
two volumes 537 ppap issued by the office of salt lake county
attorney interviews conducted at utah state prison between
11 february and 27 may 1987

1 index to selected topics in the prison interviews

a the forgeries

anthon transcript 313331335068456573 1331335065068506 8845645657456 57
articles of agreement moneydiggingmoneydigging 5012501 2
boone daniel letter 491
bridger notes 28893288 93
bullock thomas to brigham young 30911309 11

31316313 16
canadian copyright revelation 531
coins 409
dunham letter 387402387 402
grandin E B contract 37287372 87
harris M to W W phelps 243 39798397 98 432-

509
mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collection 51936519 36
money notes and scripts 175222175 222
oath of a freeman 23088230 88 3028302 8 31315313 15 363-

68
ross betsy letter 50914509 14

smith emma hymnal 22330223 30 306
smith joseph to emma smith 402
smith joseph to hyrum smith 214
smithjosephsmith joseph to Josiah stowell 75243245617524324561

36872368 72
smith joseph to lawrence sisters 10911109 11

smith joseph III111 blessing 13373133 73 297301297 301
30911309 11

smith lucy mack letter 243 320 33345333 45
white notes 17682176 82 32333323 33
whitmer to conrad 31723317 23 4111741117422411 1717422422
wilding group transactions 51418514 18
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b hofmann on hofmann

desire to change LDS history 1131411314130113 1414130130 133
148 150511505116566289426150 515116516566165 6666289426289 426

destroyed evidence 178192199201212 14

228248 4926249262288537288 537
diary 12324123 24
asaAs a forger methods techniques 647374786473 7478

84 868786 87 93 95 989998 99 100 106 113
11617116 17 12425124 25 12730127 30 132 134ff134h 146
15167151 67 170 173 176 189 200202200202206200 202202206206tog
21619216 19 222 229 232 235 25053250 53 256
260 262 26970269 70 28384283 84 300305300 305 310
313 31516315 16 31819318 19 322 32425324 25 328
33236332 36 34143341 43 346 35152351 52 356 358
36368363 68 379 38283382 83 385 389 39394393 94
397 40910409 10 414 416 41821418 21 42527425 27
4293043143744046047449049330431437440460474490493429
95 50810508 10 522 394 my best forgery
attempts are obviously in national type
material rather than church material 284
if I1 write a book you will learn a lot more

on himself 90 98989999 117 123 125 127 128
130 132 156 161 178 187 192 199
201f 248 262 284 387 392 407 408
41041041642142445447475410416421424454474416 421 424 454 47475474 75

on joseph smiths handwriting 347 371
methods of research 71 13444134 44 158 24851248 51

25758257 58 299 32425324 25 33839338 39 340 397
412412421224333545741242142122421 222243343335433 3535457457 508

motives 96 13334133 34 150 187 203 265 276
27933233437338788400402407279332334373387 88400402407
4124737441247374

personal lack of faith 11214816542527455112148165425 27455
sources 294 372 390 392392444447444 447

c selected references to miscellaneous topics

ashworth brent 317 321 33341333 41 344 399
401423

brigham young university library 125 a lab on
campus 2362362575923625725759257 59 28081280 81

dart john 45256452 56
flynn shannon 28182281 82 332 513
genealogical library LDS church 37475374 75
hamilton charles 3573574192335741941923419 23
historical department LDS church 417 418

434
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jacobs lyn 224 225 232232461469ff232461469461 469ffff 535
jessee dean 125 126 342 359 394 448

498
marquardt michael 29899487298 99487
metcalfe brent 422441422 441
oliver cowdery history 45354453 54

quinn michael 165
rendell kenneth 490ff
university of utah library 181 196 210

24424424724829394302304308319244247248293247 248 29394293 9494302304308319302 304 308 319
32627326 27 329 339 36970369 70 378 381 413
457

utah state archives 309
vault of the first presidency 453

2 law suit over the rights to

commission rejects claim by bookseller deseret
news 19 august 1988 Bbl1

perkins ken book dealer sam weller sues county
over hofmann transcripts salt lake tribune
4 august 1988 b3ba

III111ili reporters transcript of preliminary hearing state of utah plaintiff
vs mark hofmann defendant 12 volumes 2517 pages 14 april 1986-
13 may 198619861

A contents guide to examinations of states witnesses

vol 111414 april 1986

brucebrucelpassey8L passey 8 112
janet mcdermott 113 95
margene robbins 196 227
james gary sheets 227 45

vol 221515 april 1986

gary sheets 3 50
aaron teplick 50 136
nancy earl 137 45
jerry thompson 145 88
bradley robert christensen 188 238
kelly maria elliott 238 50
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vol 331616 april 1986

james bryant 3 31
jim bell 31 91
jerry andrew taylor 92 190

vol 4 17 april 1986

jerry taylor 3 27
jorgen olsen 28 34
jack smith 34 60
edward Q cannon 61 82
sonda gary 83 93
blanch leake 93 96
jim bell 97 99
scott L pratt 99 114
shannon patrick flynn 115 54
donald T schmidt 155 228

vol 5 18 april 1986

donald T schmidt 3 109
barbara zellner 109 26
ralph bailey 127 34
wilfred alan cardon 135 98
richard marks 198 217
glen rowe 218 32

vol 6 22 april 1986

glen rowe 3 30
alvin eugene rust 31 127
hugh pinnokpincokpinnok127127 96
richard forbes 197 207

vol 7 22 april 1986

steven G barnett 3 20
kenneth rendell 23 170
curt bench 171 228
lyn richard jacobs 228 81

vol 8 5 may 1986

gaylen rust 3 36
wade lillywhite 36 100
robert dale pitts 100 128
jack smith 129 42
jim bell 143143848
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vol 9 6 may 1986

thomas R wilding 3 86
francis magee 86 176
brent ashworth 176 232

vol 10 7 may 1986

william JJFflynnlynn 3 163

vol 11 12 may 1986

george throckmorton 3 206

vol 12 13 may 1986

jim bell 3 117

IV forgery symposium brigham young university 6 august 1987

A accounts of

carter mike lack of skepticism helped him charges
prosecutor salt lake tribune 7 august 1987 Bbl1 6

church history and recent forgeries symposium
BYU religious studies centercenternewsletter2newsletter 2 september
1987 131 3

conference asks questions while hofmann raises new
ones sunstone I111I1 july 1987 384138 41 this issue was
published in november 1987

gates chuck elder oaks says media unfairly targeted
LDS church deseret news 17 august 1987 Bbl1 3

harker brent the black and the white BYU today 41
october 1987 384638 46

the hofmann case daily universe BYU student news-
paper 11 august 198741987 4 series of articles

mormon official accuses media of church bashing in
bomb reports los angeles times 8 august 1987
pt 1lp30p 30

thompson jan historians pledge more scrutiny of
documents deseret news 7 august 1987 Bbl1 3

hofmann became a lying machine author declares
deseret news 6 august 1987 Bbl1 2 summary of
comments of alienallenailen D roberts

tracy dawn LDS church seen as just one of hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns
fraud victims salt lake tribune 7 august 1987 B 1

6
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walton tom hofmann wanted to destroy history faith
daily herald 7 august 1987 1 6

jessee explains story behind letter daily herald
7 august 1987 3

oaks denies coverup accusations daily herald
7 august 1987 1155

B talks at

howard richard P why were scholars misled what can
we leamlearn from this dialogue 21 summer 1988
14648146 48

oaks dallin H recent events involving church history and
forged documents ensign 17 october 198763691987631987 636963 69

V published reviews

A tanner jerald tracking the white salamander the story of
mark hofmann murder and forged mormon documents

hewett david maine antique digest 15 november 1987
360370

schindler harold salt lake tribune 15 february 1987 e2ea
review of 2dad ed

B sillitoe linda and alienallenailen D roberts salamander the story of
the mormon forgery murders with a forensic analysis by
george J throckmorton

alder douglas student review independent BYU student
newspaper 8 june 1988 14

blanchardbianchard mary dialogue 21 winter 1988 17071170 71
devimssjohnstandarddevilbiss john standard examinerexaminerogdenogden 10 april 1988
evans max S utah historical quarterly 56 summer 1988

294 96
hewett janna and david hewett maine antique digest 16

december 1988 24c 26c
howard richard P saints herald 135 july 1988 16 see

response by linda sillitoe in saints herald september
1988 with rejoinder by howard 33 36

johnson jeffrey 0 dialogue 21 winter 1988 16970169 70
kent stevenlstevenaStevenL seattle times reprintreprintededinin theth dailyeDailydallydaliy universe

21 september 1988 1 3

launius roger D journal of the john whitmer historical
society 8 1988 2
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limerick patricia nelson western historical quarterly 20
may 1989 217 18

midgley louis student review 8 june 1988 15 16
nelson bryce international herald tribune 13 october

1988 16 from washington post 9 october 1988
los angeles times book review 7 may 1989

pugsley sharon americana archivist 52 winter 1989
104 6

roberts kurt H dallas morning news 10 july 1988 20
salamander christian century 105 22 june 1988 614

schindler harold salt lake tribune 10 april 19819888 Eel1 3
somers wayne book source monthly 4 february 1989

9 13
spangler jerry deseretdeseretnewsnews 16 october 1988 e9ea
turner wallace new yorktimesyork times bookreviewbook review 31 july 1988

19
van atta dale and daryl gibson sunstone 12 september

1988 404240 42
wadley carma deseretdeseretnewsnewsmews 22 may 1988 e4ea

C naifeh steven and gregory white smith the mormon
murders Atrue story of greed forgery deceit and death

braunagel don san diego tribune 30 september 1988
c3ca

bums rex rocky mountain news denver 30 october
1988 m29

deseretdeseretnewsnews 16 october 1988 Bbl1 2
devilbiss john standard examiner 28 august 1988 d4da
katzenbach john new york times book review 9 october

19882830198828 30
kent steven L seattle times reprinted in ththedailyeDailydallydaliy universe

21 september 1988 1 3

hewett janna and david hewett maine antique digest 16
december 1988 24c 26c

like hofmann the authors made up stories ward says
deseretdeseretnewsnews 16 october 1988 b2ba see also article by
jan thompson in same issue plus other pieces

johnston david losangeleslos angelestimesAngele timessTimes book review 18 decem-
ber 1988 7 responded to by richard lindsey
managing director of public communications social
affairs department LDS church in ibid 22 january
19898

nelson bryce international herald tribune 13 october
1988 16 from washington post 9 october 1988

roberts kent H dallas morning news 10 july 1988
salm arthur 2 authors felt uncomfortable in utah san

diego tribune 30 september 1988 c3ca 12
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schindler harold salt lake tribune 11 september 1988
e2ea

spangler jerry deseretdeseretnewsnews 16 october 1988 e9ea
stuttaford genevieve publishers weekly 234 1 july 1988

64
van atta dale and daryl gibson sunstone 12 september

1988 404240 42

D lindsay robert A gathering of saints A true story of mark
hofmann murder and forged mormon documents

goodman walter new york times 12 november 1988
hewett janna and david hewett maine antique digest 16

december 1988 24c 26c
johnson david los angeles times book review 18 decem-

ber 1988198877 responded to by richard lindsay in ibid
22 january 1989 8

katzenbach john new york times book review 9 october
198828 30

kent steven L seattle times reprinted in theDaily universe
21 september 1988 1 3

king florence san jose mercury news 18 september 1988
nelson bryce international herald tribune 13 october

1988 16 from washington post 9 october 1988
schindler harold saltlakesaltsait lake tribune I111I1 september 1988 e2ea
somers wayne book source monthly 4 february 1989 9-

13

spangler jerry deseretdeseretnewsnews 16 october 1988 e9ea
van atta dale and daryl gibson sunstone 12 september

1988 404240 42

VI the planned movies

anderson vern mormon murders maker expects
church cooperation salt lake tribune 29 january
1989 bab1bl3bla 3

brown peter A coming soon the mormon murders los
angeles times calendar section 18 september 1988

tales told out of church the rumblingscrumblingsRumblings over
mormon murders washington post 22 january

198919890167G 1 6 7
porter don studios moving ahead with plans for hofmann

bombings films standard examiner 30 september
1988 5dad

schindler harold miniseriesministriesMiniseries movie to tell hofmann tale
salt lake tribune 24 august 1919888 8 Ddl1
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VII the hofmann forgeries mormomormonn related

A published lists of hofmann documents

church acquired 48 documents from hofmann deseret
news church news section 20 april 1986

fraudulent documents from forger mark hofmann noted
ensign 17 october 1987 79 10 items noted

A list of alleged forgeries salt lake tribune 24 january
1987 al

scores of documents were really forgeries deseret
news 23 january 1987 21 items listed

throckmorton george J A forensic analysis of twenty
one hofmann documents in linda sillitoe and alienallenailen
D roberts salamander the story of the mormon
forgery murders 53152531 52

B the mormon related hofmann forgeries

1 the solomon spalding sidney rigdon land deed
19 january 1822

throckmorton salamander 54849548 49

2 1825 money digging agreement typescript with
J smith signature

throckmorton salamander 54243542 43

3 letter of joseph smith to josiah stowell 18 june 1825

throckmorton salamander 54243542 43

4 anthon transcript c 1828

knight hal utahn finds 1828 writing by prophet
deseret news church news section 3 may
1980341980 343 4

brigham janet original copy of gold plate
characters discovered ensign 10 june 1980
747674 76

bachman danel W A look at the newly discovered
joseph smith manuscript ensign 10 july
1980 697369 73

hofmann mark W finding the joseph smith
document ensign 10 july 1980 73
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bachman danel W sealed in a book preliminary
observations on the newly found anthon
transcript BYU studies 20 spring 1980
32145321 45

anthon transcript ensign 13 december 1983
34

ensign 17 october 1987 79
jessee dean C comp and ed the personal writings

of joseph smith salt lake city deseret book
co 19842232619842231984 22326223 26

throckmorton salamander 53839538 39

letter of peter whitmer and david whitmer to bithel todd
12 august 1828

throckmorton salamander 547

6 oliver cowdery holograph manuscripts of original MS of
book of mormon 1829 hel 142015121420 1512 parts of
mosiahmoslahmosiah2626726 7721721718217 18

ensign 13 october 1983 77
ensign 13 december 1983 373837 38
ensign 17 october 1987 79

7 letter of lucy mack smith to mary pierce 23 january
1829

lefevre L don early LDS document found
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
news release 23 august 1982 141 4

lucy M smith letter discovered deseret news
church news section 28 august 1982 3 14

raine george LDS church releases 1829 smith
letter salt lake tribune 24 august 1982 Bbl1
3

christians patrick lucy mack smith letter sparks
mormondom stir daily herald I11 september
198227

1829 lucy mack smith letter displayed ensign 12
october 1982 707370 73

jessee dean C lucy mack smiths 1829 letter to
mary smith pierce BYU studies 22 fall 1982
45565455 65

dickman diane brent ashworth this people 4
march 1983 39
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was the lucy mack smith letter delivered ensign
13 april 1983 787978 79

lucy mack smith letter ensign 13 december
1983 35

ensign 17 october 1987 79
throckmorton salamander 54041540 41

8 joseph smith signature in a first edition ofbook ofmormon

ensign 15 september 1985 777877 78
ensign 17 october 1987 79

9 E B grandin contract 17 august 1829

contract with E B grandin ensign 13 december
1983 41

ensign 17 october 1987 79
throckmorton salamander 54344543 44

10 letter of martin harris to W W phelps salamander
letter 23 october 1830

moroni or salamander salt lake citymessenger53city messenger 53
march 1984 141 4

christensen steven F letter from martin harris to
william W phelps dated october 23 1830
press release 7 march 1984

dart john mormonscormonsMormons ponder 1830 letter
altering los angeles times 25 august
1984 sec 2 ppap 4 5

embarrassing letters salt lake city messenger 54
september 1984 111211 12

the salamander letter salt lake city messenger 55
january 1985 1131 13

hart john L letter sheds light on religious era
deseret news church news section 28 april
198567198561985 676 7

moses moroni and the salamander foundationforfoundation jorfor
ancient research and mormon studies update
june 1985

salamandergateSalamandergate mormon church caught in magic
cover up salt lake city messenger 57 23june23 june
198511985 1 23

elder decries criticism of LDS leaders salt lake
tribune 18 august 1985 2bab

tracy dawn symposium examines smiths involve-
ment in magic salt lake tribune 24 august
1985 Bbl1 4
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shulthies val and jan thompson findings havent
altered LDS historians faith deseret news
24 august 1985 6bab

tracy dawn did smith use magic relics debate
continues salt lake tribune 25 august 1985
Bbl4bla1 4

church leaders overreactedoverreachedOverreacted to historical documents
sunstone editor says deseret news 25 august
198519852bab2b

LDS origin theories more compatablecombatableCompa table than
some say daily herald 26 august 1985 3

LDS church says letter poses no threat to story of
prophet daily herald 27 august 1985 7

wamerwarner cecelia the martin harris letter fact fic-
tion fate sunstone 10 january 1985 505150550 515 1

throckmorton salamander 544

11 letter of joseph smith to emma smith 6 march 1833

jessee dean C personal writings of joseph smith
27778277 78

12 emma smith hymnal 1835 last page tipped in

13 isaac galland promissory notes 1 11I I1 september 1837
14 december 1841

throckmorton salamander 555511

14 letter revelation of joseph smith to hyrum smith may
1838

anderson richard lloyd BYU studies 24 fall 1984
issued may 1986 50821508 21

jessee dean C personal writings of joseph smith
35859358 59

throckmorton salamander 550515505550 515 1

15 joseph smith 111IIIlii blessing 17 january 1844

prophets blessing of son given RLDS deseret
news church news section 21 march 1981 5
12

saints encouraged to respond appropriately to
joseph smith III111iliill blessing saints herald 128

15 april 1981 141 4
document found offathers blessing to joseph smith

III111illlii ensign I111I1 may 1981 1078107 8
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howard richard P the joseph smith 111IIIlii blessing
designation the story of the LDSRLDSLDS RLDS
exchange saints herald 128 1 may 1981
12 132313 23

events clarified sunstone 6 may june 1981 4
joseph smith 111IIIlii blessing document Is authentic

saints herald 128 1 august 19811981 101110 11

stathis steven W mormonism and the periodical
press A change Is underway dialogue 14
summer 1981 586158658 6611

quinn D michael joseph smith illsIIIsliisilis blessing and
the mormonsmonnonsmormans ofofutahutah johnjom whitmerhistoricalwhitmer historical
association journal 1 1981 122612 26 includes
responses by paul M edwards and richard P
howard 272927 29 quinns essay was reprinted in
dialogue 15 summer 1982 69 90

mormon history conference draws record crowd
sunstone review 2 june 1982 8108 10

hofmann mark and richard P howard behind
the scenes the joseph smith III111ili blessing
sunstone review 2 august 1982 1 676 7

jessee dean C personal writings of joseph smith
56566565 66

newell linda king and valeen tippetts avery
mormon enigma emma hale smith prophets
wife elect lady polygamysPolygamys foe garden
city NY doubleday 19841697019841691984 16970169 70

editorial saints herald 134 november 1987 3 4
howard richard under cloud of mark hofmann

saints herald 134 december 1987 151815 18
throckmorton salamander 53940539 40
howard richard P review of salamander in saints

herald 135 july 1988 16 corrects errors
regarding RLDS and joseph smith III111ili blessing

16 letter of joseph smith to maria lawrence and sarah
lawrence 23 june 1844

jessee dean C personal writings ofjosephofjoseph smith 598
throckmorton salamander 53638536 38

17 letter of joseph smith to jonathan dunham 27 june
1844

anderson richard lloyd joseph smiths prophecies
of martyrdom sidney B sperry symposium
26 january 1980 provo BYU press for the LDS
church educational system 1980 1 26
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jessee dean C personal writings of joseph smith
61618616 18

throckmorton salamander 54748547 48

18 william clayton latter day saints emigrants guide
1848 pages tipped in

hewett david new evidence of fake americana
surfaces in utah maine antique digest 15
february 1987 12a

19 handwritten white notes dated 1849

throckmorton salamander 540

20 spanish fork notes nd

rust alvin mormon and utah coin and currency
salt lake city rust rare coin co 1984 153

throckmorton salamander 54142541 42

21 deseret currency 1858

campbell harry fredrick hofmann mormon money
forgeries historical aspects salt lake city
privately printed 1988

throckmorton salamander 545

22 letter of thomas bullock to brigham young 27 january
1865

prison interviews 331010 1I1 created it to give validity to
the joseph smith 3rdard blessing

23 letter of martin harris to walter conrad 13 january
1873

church releases harris letters daily herald
5 october 1982 1

martin harris letter ensign 13 december 1983
444544 45

ensign 17 october 1987 79
1873 martin harris letter reaffirms book of mormon

testimony ensign 12 november 1982 979997 99

24 letter ofdavid whitmer to walter conrad 2 april 1873

ensign 17 october 1987 79
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25second25 second anointing blessing earliest known forgery
c 1912

throckmorton salamander 537

26 nathan harris book of common prayer with martin
harris poem

VIII the hofmann forgeries non mormon

1 the oath of a freeman nd 1638

the ultimate ephemera maine antique digest 13 june
1985 7aaa

mcdowell edwin gallery said to possess first
american imprint new york times 2 november
198511

hewitt david mark hofmann confesses maine antique
digest 15 may 1987

the history and importance of the oath of a
freeman maine antique digest 15 may 1987
12a 13a

throckmorton salamander 54647546 47
solia cohen lita and samuel pennington scout or

scoundrel has mark hofmann found the earliest
american printing maine antique digest 13
7 december 1985 26a

2 the oath of a freeman 2dad copy 1638

throckmorton salamander 549

3 daniel boone letter 1775

boone letter a forgery daily herald 16 august 1987
2

hewett david new evidence of fake americana
surfaces in utah maine antique digest 15
february 1987 12a includes a copy of the boone

letter
new york times 14 august 1987 sothebys auction house

buys back boone letter originally sold to them by
hofmann
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4 betsy ross letter 29 november 1807

throckmorton salmander 54546545 46

5 jim bridger promissory notes 1852

hewett david new evidence of fake americana surfaces
in utah maine antique digest 15 february 1987
12a

throckmorton salamander 54950549 50

6 call of the wild book plate and jack london signature
cc19031903

hewett david new evidence of fake americana surfaces
in utah maine antique digest 15 february 1987
12a

throckmorton salamander 550

IX the rumored documents

A oliver cowdery history

unnamed source announces valuable historical
document sunstone 10 july 1985 37

dart john mormonscormonsMormons deny papers exist that contradict
origins los angeles times 17 october 1986 sec 1

p 32
rumor concerning early oliver cowdery history refuted

by church researchers ensign 16 december 1986
717271 72

anderson richard lloyd the alvin smith story fact and
fiction ensign 17 august 1987 587258 72

B the william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin papers

fielding cecilia salt lake collector finds famous LDS
document daily herald 7 july 1985 5

collector says purchase Is part of book of abraham
daily universe 9 july 1985 2

collett rod papers hofmann may have were ofearly LDS
dissenter daily herald 18 october 1985 3 inter-
view with lyndon cook

carter mike expert claims to have sold hofmann 2
second century egyptian papyri salt lake tribune
25 october 1985 2aaa
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smith calvin N mclellinmcclellinMcLellin became enemy ofofjchurchchurch
deseretdeseretnewsnews church news section 27 october 1985
7

tracy dawn mclellinmcclellinMcLellin became bitter enemy of joseph
smith salt lake tribune 30 october 1985 B 1

location of letters mclellinmcclellinMcLellin wrote to joseph smith
a mystery salt lake tribune 28 november 1985 B 1

3
missing LDS documents in texas salt lake tribune

28 november 1985 al 2
LDS papers found in houston salt lake tribune
2 december 1985 Aal1 3

papers seem authentic expert says saltlakesaltsait lake tribune
3 december 1985 al 3

grand jury subpoenas traughber salt lake tribune
4 december 1985 al 3

mclellinmcclellinMcLellin a mormon news to Us descendants say
salt lake tribune 3 january 1986 Bbl1

appraiser publisher say mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collection Is authen-
tic salt lake tribune 26 july 1986 Bbl1 2

LDS statement addresses mclellinmcclellinMcLellin series salt lake
tribune 4 december 1985 al

mclellinmcclellinMcLellin expresses feelings in letter 14 august 1880
MS in new york public library deseret news
church news section 8 december 1985 6 10

heres context of LDS statement released in mclellinmcclellinMcLellin
situation daily herald 12 december 1985 17

mormonscormonsMormons cite interest in churchschurche foes documents
los angeles times 14 december 1985 sec 2 p 7

ensign 17 october 1987 79


